Chief Commercial Manager  
All Zonal Railways

**Sub: Weighment of rakes on EIMWBs**
Ref: (i) Rates Master Circular/Provision of Weighbridge/2014/0  
(ii) Rates Master Circular/Weighment/2014/0

CBI had conducted surprise checks at Railway EIMWBs over SECR. After analysis/examination of the data taken from the server of EIMWB installed at Ghatora, CBI has observed that there are two data fields being simultaneously created in EIMWB viz. ‘Weight’ and ‘Display Weight’. The field ‘Weight’ contains data regarding actual weight recorded by EIMWB. The weight actually recorded and the weight displayed in the field ‘Display Weight’ are different. CBI has desired to take necessary action in terms of policy modification/improvement to plug the loopholes of EIMWBs.

Mechanical Dte. being the nodal directorate, has been requested to make suitable changes in the software of EIMWBs and issue suitable guidelines in this regard.

Till such time, the system improvement is implemented by concerned Directorate, all concerned commercial staff may be suitably instructed to ensure that the data actually recorded in the field ‘Weight’ and the data displayed in the field ‘Display weight’ of EIMWBs are same. This aspect should be regularly monitored at the apex level. Any discrepancy noticed or any manipulation suspected should be brought to the notice of General Manager for necessary follow up action.
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